Crystal structure and conformational analysis of angiotensinogen fragments.
The tripeptide acetyl-L-prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-histidine crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group P2(1)2(1)2(1) with eight molecules in a unit cell of dimensions a = 9.028(2), b = 140.54(6) and c = 42.41(1)A. The structure has been solved by direct methods and refined to an R value of 0.056 for 2904 observed reflections. The molecule exists as a zwitterion with terminal (His)CO2- and (imidazole)H+ as charged groups. The two peptide molecules in the structure adopt a type I beta-turn with Pro and Phe as the corner residues. The main conformational difference between the two crystallographically independent molecules is seen to be in the histidine side-chain orientations. The molecules arrange themselves in sheets perpendicular to the c axis. All hydrophobic side chains lie on one side of the sheets thus generated, whereas the hydrophilic groups are located on the other side. An interesting feature of the crystal structure is the existence of a water layer between adjacent peptide sheets. The conformational study of the isolated Ac-His-Pro-Phe-His-MA using energy calculations gives a rather limited number of stable conformers. The most stable corresponds to a type I beta-turn stabilized through two hydrogen bonds, followed by a less stable type II beta-turn (delta E = 2.0 kcal) and a partly helical structure (delta E = 2.6 kcal).